Tokyo, 30 July 2014: Narita International Airport Corporation (NAA) is pleased to announce the
release of a smartphone application on 31 July 2014 with numerous functions that foreign
visitors will find useful when they stay in Japan called “TABIMORI - Travel Amulet – “ (or
“TABIMORI” for short).
Carrying over the same name given to a portal site released earlier in February 2013, “TABIMORI”
is a new smartphone app boasting greatly enhanced contents and high-grade functions that
cannot be provided in a website. It caters to the various needs of visitors from abroad when
they find themselves in trouble or when they want to check or look something up, while in Japan.
Feature 1

Multiple functions without internet connection!

In Japan, free internet access is as yet only available to visitors from abroad at limited locations.
Therefore, TABIMORI has a function to allow it to download the latest data when the
smartphone is connected to the internet, which can then be used even when the smartphone is
offline, as well as a clipping function to store information displayed while online in the cache
memory.
This means that, for example, users can get the latest updates on the information they need
via the free Wi-Fi at their hotels or other locations, and then browse through the information
anytime, anywhere during their trip without having to connect to the internet.
* Offline search functions for the train route search engine will be available from this autumn.

Feature 2

Information tailored to the needs of foreign visitors to Japan!

The contents are designed to provide users with a complete solution when they find
themselves in trouble or when they want to check or look something up. For more
information on the contents, please refer to ◆ Primary Functions ◆ on the next page.

Feature 3

Interlinked with japan-guide.com!

This app is interlinked with japan-guide.com, the world's No. 1 portal site providing information
on Japan for visitors to the country, visited by around 2 million users every month. Latest
tourism information can be obtained by accessing the site from the japan-guide.com section
within TABIMORI, and this can then be browsed offline using the clipping function.
* Please refer to the next page for an overview of the application.

◆ Overview of the Application ◆


Application name:

TABIMORI - Travel Amulet -



Applicable Languages:

English, simplified and traditional Chinese, Korean, Japanese



Compatible devices and operating systems:
Terminal

Applicable OS

Release date

Android

Android 4.0 ~

31 July ~

iOS 6.0 ~

31 July ~

iPhone
iPad


How to get: Please download from App Store or Google Play



Cost:

Free of charge

* Please note that telecom charges associated with downloading and using the application are the responsibility of
the user.
* Android and Google Play are trademarks or registered trademarks of Google Inc.
* iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Apple Inc. in the US and other countries.



Primary Functions：
Life and Culture

Introduces how to use public transport, hotels and ryokans
(Japanese-style inns); useful shopping and dining information; and
facts about traditional Japanese culture

Transfer Guide

Train transfer information search based on average traveling times in

(English and Japanese only)

collaboration with HyperDia (provided by Hitachi Solutions).
*Offline search services to be released this autumn.

Emergency Manual

Explains initial response and evacuation actions in the event of an
earthquake, using easy-to-understand illustrations. Also provides
essential information, including a list of emergency contact points and
sources of information.

Currency Converter

Currency conversion and calculation between the yen and 34
currencies, using the latest exchange rates.

WeatherForecast

Three-hourly and weekly weather forecasts for regions across Japan.

Phrase Book

Contains a wide range of essential everyday phrases to be used while
in Japan. In addition to phrases for emergency situations, shopping
and dining, there are also useful contents for customers traveling with
children and those with disabilities.
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Tourism information

Linked to japan-guide.com, a popular information site for foreigners
visiting Japan. A page that has been opened once will be clipped
inside the smartphone, so that it can be viewed later at any time from
any location without the internet connection.

Free Wi-Fi Guide

In collaboration with Japan Connected-free Wi-Fi (provided by
NTT-BP), once users register their details on the app, they will no
longer need to repeat the tedious user registration formalities for free
Wi-Fi every time they enter a coverage area.

This service also

enables users to easily search for free Wi-Fi areas.

Inquiries to:
Mr. Matsumoto, IT Planning Group, IT Development and Planning Department
Email: hidehisa@naa.jp
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